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Prosecutor v. Brigadier Steef

and

Prosecutor v. Colonel Dang

FACTS OF THE CASE

Introduction

1. In 1961, after a fifteen yearlong internal-conflict, Zantana gained its independence from 

Bhumonia. Since then, both the States have followed a path of mutual acrimony. Zantana was 

created out of the Zan-majority areas of Bhumonia - a secular nation. About 85 percent of 

Bhumonia comprised Bints. Of the remainder, ten percent were Zans and the rest were from

other religious communities. Soon after the partition, about 75,000 people fled their homes and 

journeyed to either Zantana or Bhumonia. During the exchange of population, violence broke out 

with Zans on one side and Bints on the other. The resulting bloodshed in the adjoining regions of 

Zantana and Bhumonia left more than 12,000 people dead and thousands more injured and 

wounded. In the midst of this chaos and violence, the governments of Bhumonia and Zantana

hastily tried to divide certain assets between the two new countries. From the army, weapons and

money, to paper clips and archaeological treasures – everything had to be divided.

2. A fierce and violent competition soon resulted as the two nations sought to win over the most 

strategically located province, Katanka. In theory, the people of this province had the option of 

deciding which country to join, or of remaining independent. The people of Katanka had been 

fighting for freedom from Bhumonia, but wanted to be ‘independent’ and not join newly formed 

State of Zantana. Because Katanka’s population was more than 70 percent Zans, Zantana insisted 

that the people of the state be asked to vote to decide the fate of the state. However, Bhumonia

argued that Katanka has been integral part of its territory since ages. Even as independence was 

being celebrated by Zantana, it began a covert war in Katanka and the war continues today.
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The First Conflicts

3. In December 1962, Zantana sent Zan-tribesmen (militants) to Sagar, the capital of Katanka. 

These raiders, who were supported by the Zantanese army, walked into the Katanka territory 

looting, pillaging, violating human rights and attempting to coerce the local population into 

submission. Bhumonia and Zantanese forces thus fought their first war over Katanka in 1962-63. 

Bhumonia referred the dispute to the United Nations on January 15, 1963. In a General 

Assembly Resolution dated August 1, 1963, the UN asked Zantana to remove its troops, after 

which Bhumonia was also to withdraw the bulk of its forces. Once this happened, a ‘free and 

fair’ plebiscite was to be held to allow the Katanka people to decide their future. Zantana ignored 

the UN mandate and continued fighting, holding on to an area of 200 sqm of Katanka under its 

control. On January 1, 1964, a ceasefire was declared, with 65 per cent of the territory under the 

control of Bhumonia control and the remainder with Zantana. The ceasefire was intended to be 

temporary, but the Control Demarcation Line (CDL) remains the de facto border between the 

two countries. Zantana retained control over roughly one-third of the state, referring to it as Zan-

Katanka. This region is semi-autonomous, though a large area is controlled directly by the 

central Zantanese government. The Bhumonia side of the area is referred to as Bhu-Katanka. 

Both countries refer to the other side of the ceasefire line as ‘occupied’ territory.

The Second Conflict

4. In 1988, Bhumonia and Zantana fought their second war. The conflict began after a clash 

between border patrols in April 1988 in the Kantanka area, but escalated on August 5 1988, 

when between 12,000 and 15,000 Zantanese soldiers crossed the ceasefire line dressed as locals, 

and entered Bhu-Katanka. The infantry, armoured and air force units were involved in the 

conflict while it remained localized to the Katanka theatre. As the war expanded, Bhumonia

troops crossed the international border on September 13, 1988. Bhumonia then launched a 

coordinated land, air and sea assault on North-Zantana. The Zantanese army surrendered, and 

their armies of more than 7,000 became Prisoners of War. Hostilities lasted 13 days, making this 

one of the shortest wars in modern history. By September 30 1988, both sides agreed to a UN 
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mandated ceasefire, ending the war that had by that point reached a stalemate, with both sides 

holding some of the other’s territory.

Satara Agreement

5. In 1996, Zantanese and Bhumonian Prime Ministers signed an Agreement in the Bhumonian 

town of Satara, in which both countries agreed to ‘put an end to the conflict and confrontation’

that had marred their relations and work for the promotion of a friendly and harmonious 

relationship and the establishment of a durable peace in the subcontinent. Both sides agreed to 

settle disputes ‘by peaceful means’. The Satara Agreement designated the ceasefire line of 

January 1, 1964, as being the new CDL between the two countries and declared that neither side 

would seek to alter it unilaterally, and that it ‘shall be respected by both sides without prejudice 

to the recognised position of either side’.

6. Article 4 of the Satara Agreement included two relevant provisions. First, the armies of both 

countries should withdraw to their respective sides of the international border. Second, the CDL 

should be respected and neither side should seek to alter it unilaterally irrespective of mutual 

differences and legal interpretations. Thus, the Satara Agreement established the inviolability of 

the CDL and both parties were prohibited from resorting to unilateral measures including the use 

of force to alter it even on the pretext of transcribing it on the ground. Any act of use of force by 

either party to the agreement to alter the CDL would deemed to be a breach of the Satara

Agreement (within the meaning of Article 60 (3) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of 

Treaties, 1969) and a grave violation of the principles of the prohibition of force under Article 

2(4) of the UN Charter as well as under general international law principles.

7. After the 1996 Agreement, there was a long period with relatively few direct armed conflicts 

involving the military forces of the two neighbours. However, both nations attempted 

clandestinely to woo the population of Katanka to revolt against their government. In January 

2009, the Bhumonia army launched an operation and occupied a natural source of water

‘Rimjhim’ falling under the Zan-Katanka. This was considered a military setback by the 
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Zantana. The loss of well over 20 square miles of territory was a deep scar for the Zantanese 

military.

8. In an attempt to defuse the situation, both countries signed a new Declaration in February 

2009, promising to negotiate a peaceful and bilateral solution to the Katanka conflict. The 

Declaration, which was signed by the Prime Ministers of both the countries, recognized that the 

new world order has added ‘to their responsibility for avoiding conflict between the two 

countries’. The two sides reiterated their determination to implement the Satara Agreement in 

letter and spirit and also agreed to intensify their efforts to resolve all issues, including the issue 

of Katanka. A significant part of the Declaration comprised a Memorandum of Understanding 

(MoU), signed by the Foreign Secretaries of the two countries, to engage in bilateral 

consultations on developing measures for confidence building in the nuclear and conventional 

fields aimed at avoidance of conflict. The MoU listed seven significant Confidence Building 

Measures (CBMs), mutual consultations and communication between the two sides. 

Lontro War

9. During winter, due to the extreme conditions in the snow-capped mountainous areas of 

Katanka, it was common practice for both the Bhumonia and Zantana armies to abandon some 

forward posts on respective sides of the CDL and to reduce patrolling of areas that may be 

avenues of infiltration. When weather conditions became less severe, the opposing forces would 

reclaim and restock their mountain posts. Another season of artillery shelling and counter-post 

operation would resume. During the winter of 2011-12, it was reported that some elements of the 

Zantanese armed forces were covertly training and sending Zantanese troops and paramilitary 

forces, some allegedly in the guise of militants, into the territory on the Bhumonia side of the 

CDL. The infiltration was code named “Operation Gadar”; and its aim was to sever the link 

provided by National Highway-9 up to Kol, and cause Bhumonia forces to withdraw from 

Rimjhim, thus forcing Bhumonia to negotiate a settlement of the broader Katanka dispute. 

Zantana also believed that any tension in the region would “internationalise” the Katanka issue, 

helping it to secure a speedy resolution. Yet another goal was to boost the morale of the decade-

long rebellion in Bhu-Katanka.
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10. In February 2012, the Zantanese Army re-occupied the posts it had abandoned on its side of 

the CDL in the Lontro region, and sent forces to occupy some posts on the Bhumonia side of the 

CDL. Troops from the Zantana Light Infantry (ZLI), a paramilitary regiment not part of the 

regular Zantanese army at that time - covertly and overtly set up bases on the vantage points of 

the Bhumonia-controlled region. The infiltrators, apart from being equipped with small arms and 

grenade launchers, were also armed with mortars, artillery and anti-aircraft guns. Many posts 

were also heavily mined. Zantana carried out its reconnaissance with the help of armed drones 

and radars supplied by its allies. The majority of the occupied posts were adjacent to the 

highway. Initially, these incursions were not detected because Bhumonia patrols were not sent 

into some of the areas infiltrated by the Zantanese forces and also because heavy artillery fire by 

Zantanese forces provided cover for the infiltrators.

11. Initially, with little knowledge of the nature or extent of the infiltration, the Bhumonnia

troops in the area assumed that the infiltrators were militants and claimed that they would evict 

them within a few days. Subsequent discovery of infiltrations elsewhere along the CDL, and the 

tactics employed by the infiltrators, caused the Bhumonia army to realize that the plan of attack 

was on a much bigger scale. The total area seized by the ingress was generally accepted to be 

between 100 km2 – 110 km2. In the second week of April 2012, the ambushing of a Bhumonia

patrol team by Zantanese troops led to the exposure of the infiltration. Six soldiers of the 

Bhumonia army, with two civilian porters, were sent on a surveillance patrol to locate and check 

the intrusion. This patrol never returned and was assumed to have disappeared in the area after 

losing contact with the base. They were apparently captured on 14 May 2012 as a local radio 

from Zantanese occupied territory of Katanka reported the capture of few armed intruders. The 

Zantanese military authorities denied that they were in any way associated with the capture of 

Bhumonia patrol.

12. On 8 June 2012, seven mutilated bodies were handed over to Bhumonia by the 17th ZLI Unit 

of the Zantanese army commanded by Colonel Dang. Ultimately, the post mortem was carried 

out by military doctors of Bhumonia. It was filmed and all injury marks were photographed. The 

post mortem revealed that the Bhumonia soldiers had been subject to severe physical torture, 
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their eyes were gouged out, genital organs were cut and their bodies had 25-30 bayonet injuries, 

all ante-mortem. The facts established by the autopsies were based on medical and forensic 

reports. The Foreign Minister of Bhumonia, after going through the report briefed the media and 

commented: “Such conduct is not simply a breach of established norms, or a violation of 

international agreements; it is a civilizational crime against all humanity; it is a reversion to 

barbaric medievalism.”

Zoha Massacre

13. On the morning of June 12, 2012 an ex-army soldier Lam of Zoha village, fired at a group of 

armed personnel who had intruded into Bhu-Katanka territory, killing at least one. During the 

ensuing night, a group of about 90 armed personnel surrounded the village, fired at local 

residents and set fire to homes and business establishments. Witnesses claimed that the armed 

troops attacked a group of individuals - including women and children – who were attending a 

marriage, killing at least 17 people. Some residents were burnt alive as troops set fire to their 

homes and shops. In some cases, entire families were gunned down as they fled. While fleeing,

the troops abducted around 10 young men and women aged between 18-25 years. Their 

whereabouts remained unknown to date. 

According to official reports of the Bhumonia Government, 77 shops and 30 homes were burnt 

down. Two women aged 21 and 25; related to ex-soldier Lam, alleged, “Two soldiers caught and 

took us to an area beyond the village where they raped us. Once they had finished, they half 

strangled us, but then left. I was exhausted and fainted”. Some of the young boys aged between 

12 to 15 years, who were captured by the armed personnel, also narrated despicable sexual acts 

that they were forced to perform under gun point, with some of the soldiers. They shared – the 

sexual assault was brutal and it left us traumatise. Apart from the physical injuries and pain, 

who would believe us ?.” A 15-year old boy also reported about being ‘tortured’ by two 

Zantanese soldiers. He however, had no visible mark of injury on his body. 
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14. A local newspaper reported the day after the incident on June 13 2012: “The enemy armed 

forces sprayed a marriage party with machine-gun fire, killing more than 17 people. Three 

vehicles and an ambulance were also fired on, and then set ablaze. People were herded into 

houses, splashed with kerosene and the houses were set alight. The artillery shelling from 

Zantanese occupied Katanka had damaged a part of an under-construction religious building. 

Two women were raped and a few minor boys were sexually assaulted. In total, 75 civilians 

were killed and 34 seriously injured and the whereabouts of 10 odd remained unknown.”

One week later, around 23rd June 2012, a local newspaper flashed news about a pit with badly 

decomposed bodies of men and women which had been unearthed, just 10 miles from the 

outskirts of Zoha village. Forensic experts while investigating the bodies claimed these bodies to 

be of the missing individuals who were abducted on the eve of the Zoha massacre by the armed 

personnel. These startling revelations were made on the basis of jewellery found on the skeletons 

that were reminiscent of typical of Zoha culture and custom. Further tests received the individual 

dumped in the pith had been brutally sexually assaulted and mutilated before being killed. 

15. The military commander of the Zantana Northern Command, Brigadier Steef, claimed that 

the high civilian casualties were the result of an intense gun battle between the militants and 

Bhumonia military forces in which an explosives cache belonging to the Bhumonia military 

exploded and set fire to nearby buildings. His forces were not involved in any assault. However, 

some ammunition left at the massacre site bore marks of Zantana Ordnance 

Factory. Additionally, in the pit of bodies ammunition belonging to Bhumonia military forces 

was also found. Furthermore, a few rifles bearing the logo of the ZLI were found abandoned in 

some bushes near the pit. Later, a doctor who treated the injured confirmed that three boys aged 

between 12 and 15 years were also raped.  Brigadier Steef steadfastly denied the same and 

refused to inquire further into the matter. 

Bhumonia attacks Zantana positions

16. The terrain of Katanka is mountainous and even the best roads have only two lanes. The 

rough terrain and narrow roads slow down traffic, and the high altitude affects the ability of 
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aircraft to carry loads. This made regaining control of National Highway-9 (NH-9), the actual 

stretch of the highway which was under Zantana fire, a priority for Bhumonia. From their 

observation posts, the Zantanese forces could lay down indirect artillery fire on NH-9, inflicting 

heavy casualties on the Bhumonia army. This was a serious problem for the Bhumonia Army, as 

the highway was its main logistical and supply route. The Zantanese shelling of the arterial 

road posed the threat of Kol being cut off, though an alternative (and longer) road to Kol existed.

17. The Bhumonia Army’s first priority was to recapture the peaks that were in the immediate 

vicinity of NH-9. This resulted in the Bhumonian troops targeting the hill-top points dominating

the Kol highway route. Some of the peaks that were of vital strategic importance to the 

Zantanese defensive troops were Point 45 and Point 53. While 45 was the nearest point that had a 

view of NH-9, point 53 was the highest feature in the sector, allowing the Zantanese troops to 

observe NH-9. The recapture of Point 45 by Bhumonian troops on June 14, 2012 was significant, 

notwithstanding the fact that it resulted in the Bhumonia Army suffering the most casualties in a 

single battle during the conflict. Though most of the posts in the vicinity of the highway were 

cleared by mid-June, some parts of the highway witnessed sporadic shelling until the end of the 

war.

18. Once Bhumonia regained control of the hills overlooking the national highway, the 

Bhumonian Army turned to driving the invading force back across the CDL. The battle slowly 

tilted in Bhumonia’s favour. Some Zantanese troops put up a stiff resistance, including at Point

53 (Cobra Hill), that fell only later in the war. Bhumonian troops found well-entrenched 

Zantanese soldiers at Cobra Hill, and both sides suffered heavy casualties. After a final assault 

on the peak in which 32 Zantanese and 5 Bhumonian soldiers were killed, Cobra Hill finally fell. 

A few of the assaults occurred atop hitherto unheard of peaks – most of them distinguished with 

only by Point numbers and witnessed fierce hand to hand combat. Two months into the conflict, 

Bhumonian troops had slowly retaken most of the ridges that were encroached upon by the 

infiltrators. According to official reports, an estimated 75%–80% of the intruded area and nearly 

all of the high ground was back under Bhumonian control. 
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Withdrawal and final battles

19. Following the outbreak of war, Zantana sought international help in de-escalating the 

conflict. There was a fear of the hostilities escalating into a wider conflict between the two 

countries. However, most world leaders refused to intervene until Zantana had removed all 

forces from the Bhumonian side of the CDL. The Republic of Mina, a long-time ally of Zantana, 

insisted on a pullout of forces to the pre-conflict positions and settling border issues peacefully. 

Following this, the Zantanese Prime Minister agreed to withdraw Zantanese troops, and the 

fighting came to a gradual halt, but some Zantanese forces remained in positions on the 

Bhumonian side of the CDL. In addition, the United Fighters Council (an umbrella for extremist 

groups) rejected Zantana’s plan for a climb-down, instead deciding to fight on. The Bhumonian 

army launched its final attack on July 26, 2012. The day has since been marked as Lontro

Victory Day in Bhumonia. The Bhumonian commander ordered to deploy newly developed 

railgun. The results were spectacular. It destroyed heavily fortified bunkers, killing everyone 

inside. By the end of the war, Bhumonia had resumed control of all territory north of the CDL, as 

was established under the Satara Agreement.

20. After the war, the Prime Minister of Zantana alleged that in the night of July 21, 2012 

Zanatana suffered a series of Distributed Denial-of-Dervice cyber-attacks that disabled the 

websites of its defence ministry, banks and railway system. On investigation, it was revealed that 

the attacker employed digital “bots” to overload Zanatana’s Internet infrastructure with an 

overwhelming stream of data packets, which caused serious service and communications 

disruptions before abruptly coming to a halt. It took almost seven days of extensive repair and 

financial loss of over $3.54 billion. Zanatana’s Computer Emergency Response Team traced the 

attacks to I.P. addresses belonging to Bhumonian nationalist groups, but was unable to establish 

direct participation by Bhumonia He further claimed that he was unaware of the Lontro conflict 

plans, and that he first learned about the situation when he received an urgent phone call from his 

counterpart in Bhumonia. He attributed the plan to his military commander Major General 

Muzam and ‘just two or three of his cronies’, a view shared by some Zantanese writers who have 

stated that only four generals, including Muzam, knew of the plan. He also accused the 

Bhumonian Air Force for using illegal weapons in the conflict.
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21. In the Lontro war, Bhumonian battalions recovered over 270 dead bodies of Zantanese

soldiers after re-capturing posts occupied by them. Some of the dead soldiers were found to have 

been half buried in shallow pits. Others had been covered with stones or left in the open by the 

withdrawing Zantana. It was the Bhumonian troops who gave all of them a burial befitting a 

soldier as per Zan rites. The Times of Bhumonia, a prominent newspaper published from its 

capital, has given clinching evidence of Zanatana’s involvement by showing the personal letters, 

identity cards, salary documents (pay books) and uniforms belonging to the Northern Light 

Infantry of the Zanatanese Army. In a letter to the Editor published in the Khabardar Times, a 

prominent newspaper of Zanatana, an anonymous author had stated; “.....When my brother came 

on leave in March 2012 he was excited on how his troops had advanced deep into the enemy 

territory without firing any shot.......and he would talk about it all the time. ........His dead body 

was delivered to us in the night on 27 June 2012. He was in civilian clothes in which he had left 

for the front line.....was not given any military protocol and buried in the night.” 

22. Zanatana’s Major General Shahid Aziz, the Chief of its Intelligence Service, who was denied 

further promotions, spoke in a TV interview on 12 January 2013; “there were no terrorists or 

militants but only regular Zanatanese Army soldiers who took part in the Lontro War. There 

were no military conversations, only taped wireless messages, which fooled no one. Our soldiers 

were made to occupy barren ridges, with hand-held weapons and ammunition”. A diary of a 

Zantanese army officer recovered by the Bhumonian Army from valley during the war revealed 

that 12 Northern Light Infantry of the Zanatana Army crossed the CDL on 9 February. The 

officer stated in his diary: “My forces intruded three kilometres into Bhumonian Territory and 

established posts at Point 45 and Point 53. This gave us a tactical advantage over the entire 

valley.” The diary further revealed that Zanatana army personnel worked very closely with the 

militants during the campaign and that these groups crossed the CDL in large numbers. The

confession of a Zanatanese soldier, made later reads; “…… we were told to kill the Bints and 

atheists / non-believers. One day in June, we cordoned a village and were ordered to kill the 

atheists in that area. We found all the village women reciting from the Holy Book, and the men 

holding special congregational prayers seeking God’s mercy. But they were unlucky. Our 

Commander ordered us not to waste any time.”
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23. The December 2012 issue of Straightline, the monthly news magazine published by the 

militant’s office in Zanatana, claimed that it had successfully pushed some of its cadre into the 

Katanka valley, for which they were thankful to Muzam. The article further stated that their 

objective was to cut off the supply route of the Bhumonia army by taking control of National 

Highway-9 by forcibly occupying the large areas of Bhumonian territory across the CDL. In the 

March 2012 annual conference of ‘Fighters of Zone’, the achievements of the fighters/ militants 

in the last two years were made public. At this meeting, founder-chairman announced that 

Katanka was merely the gateway for making further inroads into the rest of Bhumonia. Brigadier 

Steef, the chief guest, was also honoured in the conference for his cooperation and contribution 

towards the causes of the organization. Speaking casually to media during tea, Steef remarked, 

“There was a ‘compulsion’ to push patrols forwards, thus we got a little over-stretched. In the 

mountains, you cannot do anything more than is planned.”

24. Veteran analysts argued that the battle was fought at heights where only seasoned troops 

could survive. Poorly equipped militants would neither have the ability nor the wherewithal to 

seize land and defend it. Moreover, while the army had initially denied the involvement of its 

troops in the intrusion, two Zantanese soldiers were awarded the Bravest-of-the-

Brave (Zantana’s highest military honour). Another 9 were also given gallantry awards.

Bhumonia also released taped phone conversations between the army chief and a senior 

Zantanese general where the latter was recorded as saying: ‘the scruff of [the militants] necks is 

in our hands,” although Zanatana dismissed it as a ‘total fabrication’. Concurrently, Zanatana

made several contradictory statements, confirming its role in the conflict, when it defended the 

incursions saying that the CDL itself was disputed.

The States of Bhumonia and Zanatana are both members of the United Nations. Both States are 

parties to the four Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, the 1977 Protocols Additional 

(Protocol I and II) to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, the 1967 International Covenant on Civil 

and Political Rights (ICCPR), the 1984 UN Convention Against Torture and other Cruel, 

Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT) and the 1998 Rome Statute of the 
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International Criminal Court and other IHL conventions which prohibit the use of certain 

weapons during the hostilities. 

The two cases have been brought by the Prosecutor: 

1. Prosecutor v. Brigadier Steef

2. Prosecutor v. Colonel Dang

Charges against Brigadier Steef: 

Brigadier Steef is charged with the following: 

1. “Crimes Against Humanity” against civilians in Zoha village during the night of 

12/13 June 2012 in the district Lontro, under Article 7 (1)(a) of the Rome Statute;

and

2. The “War Crime” of attacking civilians and for sexual abuse committed by persons 

under his command under Article 28 of the Rome Statute.  

Charges against Colonel Dang: 

Col Dang is charged with the following: 

1. The “War Crime’ of wilful killing under the Rome Statute Art 8(2)(a)(i) by killing 

eight persons who were protected under the third Geneva Convention of 1949.

2. The “War Crime” of torture or inhuman treatment, under the Rome Statute Art 

8(2)(a)(ii)  by inflicting physical pain upon soldiers, the persons protected under the 

third Geneva Convention of 1949; and

3. The “War Crime” of wilfully depriving a Prisoner of War and other protect persons 

of the rights of fair and regular trial under the Rome Statute Art 8(2)(a)(vi). 
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The Court has decided to hear the matters simultaneously.  Counsel is required to submit written 

memorials and present oral arguments separately for the two cases as per the charges fixed by the 

prosecutor against each individual. Counsel is required to present oral arguments separately and 

simultaneously during the trial process. 

Note: The Prosecutor and Defence do not have freedom to choose the case; they are 

required to argue both cases.

Other issues of relevance to the case

1. The matter is to be argued before the trial chamber of the International Criminal Court. 

Questions relating to jurisdiction may not be raised.

2. Written and oral arguments on behalf of the Prosecution and Defence are to be confined 

to the charges mentioned in each case.  

3. Both prosecution and defence counsel are to make arguments with respect to the 

applicability of the charges provided in the "Elements of Crimes"(United Nations Doc. 

PCNICC/2000/1/Add.2 (2000), 

4. Counsel are expected to bring to the Court's attention relevant jurisprudence and other 

documentation. It may include judgments and opinions delivered by International Courts, 

various International Criminal Tribunals and from the hybrid courts and tribunals of the 

wherever relevant judgments delivered by national courts and tribunals.


